&!6546' This study provides the first experimental analysis comparing multiple methods of interpreting recoil compressive failure data. A two-parameter Weibull model was used to provide an accurate mean recoil compressive strength for a batch of Kevlar-29 fibers. The Weibull model provides highly accurate results, but requires the testing of more than 1000 filaments. The results from the Weibull model were used as a basis to compare two simplified and less data-intensive models: The method of Allen and the moving average method. Each method was applied to 10 sets of 80 filaments each and the results of these tests were compared with the two-parameter Weibull model results from the same fiber batch. The results of these tests have shown that both the method of Allen and moving average method tend to slightly over-estimate the compressive strength calculated by the two-parameter Weibull model, yet both estimation methods fall in the range of published values (200-400 MPa) for the recoil compressive strength of Kevlar-29. This inaccuracy probably results from the assumption of a symmetric failure distribution that is made in both simplified models, but not in the Weibull model. A statistical analysis of the results was completed and shows with a 95% confidence level that there is no statistical significant difference between the two methods.
(2 )95' Recoil, Weibull, modeling, Kevlar, compression !"#$2 "! High-performance polymers have extraordinary tensile strengths that enable them to be used in a variety of high performance applications. The nearly perfect axial orientation that is formed during the dry-jet wet spinning of high-performance polymers provides the fibers with exceptional tensile strength [1] . With this spinning technique comes a dramatic reduction in the fiber's ability to distribute a compressive load [2] . For example, Kevlar (poly 3 -phenylene terephthalamide or PPTA) fiber-reinforced composites typically possess compressive strengths that are more than five times less than their tensile strengths [3] [4] [5] . Figure 1 depicts the repeat unit of Kevlar. The comparatively poor compressive strength of high-performance polymers severely limits their use in structural applications in which the fibers may be subjected to compressive forces.
ASTM [6] has established standards for the compressive testing of composites, but these tests involve many steps, large quantities of fiber, and are influenced by the quality of bonding between the fiber and matrix. Indirect measurements are then advantageous since the majority of high performance polymers are only available as fibers and as such cannot easily be directly measured for their compressive strength. There are several indirect methods proposed to measure the compressive strength of high performance polymers. Bending techniques (ASTM D 3375-79, ASTM D 695, ASTM D 3410, ASTM M 695) are employed to estimate a fibers compressive strength [5, [7] [8] [9] [10] . Another testing techniques, the single filament composite, yields better agreement to the composite test but requires a tedious procedure that limits its usefulness [11] [12] [13] . The recoil compressive test was a technique found to generate results that more closely agreed with data from the composite test [14] .
Allen [15] showed that when a fiber is broken or severed while under a tensile load a snap-back or recoil wave travels through the lengths of both halves of the fiber and causes compressive forces on the fiber equal to the tensile load that was placed upon it when it was broken or severed. This analysis involves making several assumptions about the fiber [15] : (1) the fiber obeys Hook's law for linearly elastic materials; (2) it is rigidly clamped at each end; (3) it has no initial velocity; and (4) has a uniform initial stress along its length at failure. Such a test yields two data points for every one fiber. The ends of the fiber are examined and then assessed for failures and survivals of the recoil compressive wave, which are assigned the binary numbers ''0'' and ''1'', respectively. Figure 2 depicts recoil compressive failures and survivals and the binary system assigned to represent each. Unlike tensile testing, when the recoil compressive tests is performed, an exact compressive strength of a filament cannot be directly determined. As the compressive failure is artificially induced through cutting the fiber, the resulting recoil compressive wave may be significantly above or significantly below the intrinsic compressive strength of the fiber. If the fiber ends experience a compressive failure, it is difficult to determine at what level the stress placed upon the fiber exceeded the intrinsic compressive strength of that fiber. To assess an indirect measurement technique such as the recoil compressive test, an indirect method of determining the mean compressive strength of high performance polymers must be applied to express the data. Several methods have been proposed to evaluate the data collected from recoil compressive tests.
The method of Allen, used by Allen [15] , Wang 26 4. [16] , and Crasto and Kumar [14] , arranges the data in ascending order with respect to the stress applied. Two points are then identified, the point at which the lowest failures are recorded and the point at which the highest survivals are recorded, and averaged to estimate the mean compressive strength. This method, currently used by industry, does present several inherent errors associated with the determination the compressive strength. One potential problem that exists is that the method computes the mean recoil compressive strength of a batch of fibers using only two data points, while discarding the rest of the data set. The dangers of this method then are two-fold: since the next test performed could significantly impact the computed mean, it is impossible to know when a sufficient number of results have been collected and so the use of two extreme points makes the result highly vulnerable to outliers.
Newell and Gustafson [17] suggested an improved method of assessing the compressive strength of a batch of fibers from data collected by the recoil compressive test. This method sought to eliminate the potential problems of data loss present with the method of Allen by using results of the test conducted beforehand to determine the stress level of the upcoming test. With the moving average method, an original stress limit was set and tested and the fibers were examined after induced failure. If both halves of the fiber survived the test, a stress of 20 MPa (approximately 5% of mean recoil compressive strength) higher was tested on the subsequent fiber; if one-half of the fiber passed and the other half failed, the original stress load was retested on the next fiber; and if both halves of the fibers failed, the stress was reduced by 20 MPa for the next filament. After testing a number of fibers, the data points begin to oscillate around a stress level that is close to the mean compressive stress of the batch. In order to eliminate the error associated with the original stress limit, an average of the final thirty data points collected represents the mean recoil compressive strength. Simulations presented by Newell 26 4. [17] show a clear advantage for the moving average over the method of Allen in predicting the mean compressive strength of high performance polymers for standard statistical distributions of strengths.
The Newell study used only simulated data, because an accurate value for the tensile strength of a fiber batch must be known for subsequent failure data to be used to validate a model. Newell 26 4. [18] proposed that a rigorous mathematical model, the Weibull model, should be used to accurately express the mean compressive strength of high performance polymers. Both the two-and four-parameter models were examined, with the four-parameter model showing little improvement in accuracy over the two-parameter model. The two-parameter model is shown below:
Deconvolution of the four-parameter model showed that a single mode of failure dominated the failure of high performance polymers in the compressive mode. This agreed with McGarry and Moalli [19] who analyzed the compressive failure of PPTA using scanning electron microscopy and found that the primary mode of compressive failure in both PBO and PPTA was a ''kink band'' or jog phenomena. Using the two-parameter model, Newell 26 4. [18] determined that the mean compressive strength for a batch of Kevlar-29 fibers was 285 MPa, which is within range of the accepted published values of 200-400 MPa [14] for recoil compressive strength for Kevlar-29. Although the Weibull model provides a highly accurate means of characterizing the mean recoil strength of a fiber batch, it is too data intensive for practical use. This study uses the mean recoil strength estimated using a two-parameter Weibull model as a basis of comparison with the mean recoil compressive strengths estimated using the moving average method and method of Allen.
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Fiber samples of Kevlar-29 were mounted on paper tensile testing tabs and secured with Epoxy 220. Fiber diameters were determined by laser diffraction. The tabs were then secured in the locking grips of a modified Instron Ultimate Testing Machine. A total of 20 sets of 80 fibers per set were tested from the same batch of Kevlar-29. For the trials using the method of Allen, random stresses ranging from 100 to 800 MPa were formulated using a randomizer program and tested. For the moving average, varying starting points were chosen between the values of 100 and 800 MPa. In each test, after a static tensile load was applied to the fiber, the fiber was cut in the center using sharpened surgical scissors. The filament pieces were examined under a magnifying lens for classification as survivals (1) or failures (0). These results were then recorded and analyzed for their estimated recoil compressive strength. The undefined estimated mean is referring to the fact that after ten fibers tested, there were no double passes or double failures to predict an average mean over that range of fibers using the method of Allen). 
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Recoil compressive tests were run using both the method of Allen and moving average methods of estimating the mean compressive strength. Each of these tests was conducted over 80 fibers to ensure a fully developed analysis of the two estimation methods. To gauge the progress of each method's ability to converge to the mean compressive strength found using the two-parameter Weibull Model, estimations of the compressive strength were taken at fibers 10, 25, 50, and 80 of each test with the results shown in table 1.
A two-parameter model was obtained for the more than 3000 data points tested. The experimental failure data were classified into twelve bins with a stress range of 65 MPa each, as shown in figure 3 . Once the mean average stress and experimental frequency of failure were found for each bin, Weibull parameters were linearly regressed by plotting ln(ln[1/(1 -+ )]) versus ln(3) as shown in figure 4 (the two Weibull parameters determined are shown in table 2). To determine the mean compressive strength using the twoparameter Weibull model, a first moment over zero moment analysis was used [18] . The mean compressive strength determined from the aforementioned data points was found to be 256 MPa.
A statistical analysis was performed on the data to determine any significant differences between the means for the method of Allen and moving average method. An analysis of variance (ANOVA) single factor analysis was performed. The results of this analysis show that there were no statistical differences between the means for the two tests within 95% confidence. An ANOVA table determined using a STATGRAPHICS program shows there were no statistical differences between the two tests (the * -value was above the critical value of 0.05). A multiple range test and comparison of means were performed between the two groups as well and both tests show that there is no difference between the two methods. A 6 -test was performed for each method to assess the accuracy of both tests to the accepted mean found using the two-parameter Weibull model. It is clear that both methods show a significant difference from the critical 6 -value from the 95% confidence level. Both methods make a critical assumption in order to estimate the mean compressive strength for a batch of high performance fibers. The method of Allen averages the highest survival and the lowest failure; thus assuming that the data collected using the recoil compressive test is symmetric. This also holds true for the moving average method: the last thirty fibers tested were averaged together to determine the mean compressive strength for that particular test. The Weibull model makes no such assumption of symmetry. The data, collected into a histogram as seen in figure 3 , is clearly not symmetric and therefore each estimation technique introduces error. Despite this limitation, the mean compressive strengths found by the estimation techniques do fall within the range of accepted published values for the mean compressive strength of Kevlar-29. [14] The result using the moving average to estimate the mean recoil compressive strength for all ten tests is 326 2 48.7 MPa. Starting from a various stresses, the moving average was able to complete each of the tests to where the stresses were oscillating between two points with the resultant estimated compressive strengths demonstrating this pattern (shown in table 1). This trend is represented in figure 5 , in which each line represents a single test using the moving average. Represented by the graph, regardless of the starting point, as the stress applied to the fiber is increased, decreased, or kept constant according to the preceding test, the slope of each line decreases until it is oscillating between two points, creating essentially no slope. Of particular note was the ability of the moving average to recover from apparent outliers in the data (see figure 5 ) and still converge in the range of accepted compressive strengths. This would have posed a problem for the method of Allen since the point would have had to count in the results. It is for this reason, and the fact that there was a definite conclusion to the test using the moving average method in comparison with the method of Allen that the moving average would be the preferred test to use when estimating the mean recoil compressive strength of high performance fibers. Only one test showed significant variation from the others and would probably have homed in on the correct value with more trials.
A look at the test results for the method of Allen gives a further indication that the moving average is the more reliable of the two estimation techniques. Using the method of Allen for the estimation of the mean recoil compressive strength, the mean for all the tests performed was calculated to be 367 2 41.5 MPa. This value is similar to that calculated by the moving average in that the method over-estimates the mean compressive strength estimated by the two-parameter Weibull model. The trend for each test done using the method of Allen is represented in figure 6. As seen in this graph, as a new highest survival or lowest failure is recorded during a test, the test line suddenly jumps to the new estimated average strength. This ''jumping'' of the test line leads to a large inconsistency when the method of Allen determines the mean recoil compressive strength and when the test is concluded (see figure 6 ). Some tests of the method of Allen come to the estimated strength within the first 25 fibers whereas other tests do not come to a final value until late in test run. This tends to strengthen the claim that a major problem faced when using the method of Allen is in the determination of a finite number of test fibers needed to accurately estimate the compressive strength.
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This study shows that, statistically, both the method of Allen and moving average method are the same. However, both methods assume a symmetric failure distribution and tend to over-estimate the compressive strength calculated by the two-parameter Weibull model. Both estimation methods do fall into the range of published values (200-400 MPa) for the recoil compressive strength of Kevlar-29 [14] , and therefore remain reasonable estimation techniques for determining the mean compressive strength of high performance polymers. !"
